Saturday, June 28, 2014
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!

6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"
6-28-14 Once the "Cognitive Repairs from GM Recall of
Gasoline Cars" And Paying for 777 Trillion fiery car crashes...
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Neurosurgeon surgical repairs of the brain to give
the "Mind" Total Recall, Perfect Memory!

6-28-14 Then again a neurosurgical implant might be the
Discovery that gives us Total Recall. Dr. Katrina Firlik in her
book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" said on page 262
"These elite savants... She also mentions "The Learning Curve"
like to become a "Inventor" as anyone can InventSomething
if they had 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links...
Neurosurgeon's with 1,001 Invention Projects they scan every
day and night would get a invention for your Brain!
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day and night would get a invention for your Brain!

6-28-14 1,001 Invention Projects in your Job Description at
the FBI, CIA, on your free time with links to get you started
inventing something.
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"
6-28-14 Can Google Design a Car Touchscreen That Isn't a
Dangerous Distraction? by Venessa Wong. Bloomberg
Business Week.

6-28-14 Can iApp by Apple on your iPhone5s, MacBook Air +
Pro Design a Car WARNING when you are "Distracted" like
Hello Look Up, etc or even sound a Police Siren to get your
attention! iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk
Man or George Orwell II Dictator! iApps to Wake Up
Distracted Drivers, Dash Cam or iPhone5s as a Dash Cam
would help the Program iApp Code writers for sure!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity! tPA "Stroke" tissue plasminogen activator
can be injected to dissolve the clot in a stroke if given in less
than 3 hours. Greg + Wives will give the tPA to the NYPD with
their antidote for Herion... grin. And work on a tPA in the
drinking water!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity! Then again a neurosurgical implant might
be the Discovery that gives us Total Recall. Dr. Katrina Firlik
in her book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" said on page
262 "These elite savants will be a boom to the professionals
and organizations that tap these..." Total Recall Memory
jobs! InventSomething!

6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields... "These elite savants will
be a boom... I think These Elite Genius... will be a boom is a
better word! Then again a neurosurgical implant might be
the Discovery that gives us Total Recall.
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
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6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"

6-28-14 Discover the Gravity of "Brothels" in every Islamist
City + Town run by the Pentagon Elite! Explosions at when
the troops come home wound more than this story....
(Reuters) - An explosion overnight in a brothel in the
northeastern Nigerian city of Bauchi killed 10 people, police
said on Saturday, while 14 others were wounded.
6-28-14 "Taliban Mount Major Assault Against Brothels in
Afghanistan" By AZAM AHMED and TAIMOOR SHAH New York
Times! NY Times reporters in Afghanistan use the women at
the Brothels too, maybe this is one reason it will not make
the front page until... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity! "2015 Ford Mustang Will Be First With
Upgraded SYNC 911 Assist" Motor Authority Staff... Dash Cam
with speaker + Mic so the cops, Mom, Dad, and friends at Yale
can keep you awake and sober... has not been News at Motor
Authority Web!

6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity! Santa Barbara Shooter’s Father's Open
Letter: "We Have to Stop This" ABC News Staff HELL 19K SWF
will be Murdered in 2014 and another 19K in 2015 and no
one at ABC Disney News Staff can report this let alone call
out the Navy Seals to stop 19K Murders of SWF.
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"

6-28-14 "Dad Who Left Son in Hot Car Can't Attend Funeral"
NBC News Staff and here we go again and again I write that
the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have A/C
24/7 just like the NBC News Staff Homes do! Crime is Comcast,
NBC, Today Show for letting another 100 Kids die in hot cars
in July 2014 and Aug 2014.
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
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Brain + Gravity!

6-28-14 "Iraqi helicopters strike militant-held Tikrit" Fox
News Staff. Again the Helicopter News from Fox News Staff
should be about the "Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines" to feed
15 Billion and the Heavy Lift Helicopters that pick up the
Ambulance after a fiery Cop Car Crash in Paris, Rome,
Moscow, LA.
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!

6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!

6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity + Consciousness + "Soul"
6-28-14 Altered States of Consciousness... World Numb Nuts
1984 II Dictators are "Drunk" on $777 Trillion in $4 gas
Revenues + Alcohol, making this a Deadly Holocaust II with
Jews Profiting this time.
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Jews Profiting this time.

iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or
George Orwell II Dictator! iApps to Wake Up Distracted
Drivers, Dash Cam or iPhone5s as a Dash Cam would help
the Program iApp Code writers for sure!
6-28-14 Discover the Gluon Fields, Spinning Quarks in the
Brain + Gravity!
6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... Elite brain tissue
"Claustrum" DNA's Watson + Crick would give their Nobel to
discover the Gluon Fields and Spinning Quarks the brain +
gravity! Francis Crick and Christof Koch have compared the
claustrum to the conductor of an orchestra. The different
parts of the cortex must play in harmony or else the result is
a cacophony of sounds instead of a beautiful symphony. The
claustrum may be involved in widespread coordination of
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claustrum may be involved in widespread coordination of
the cerebral cortex, using synchronization to achieve a
seamless timescale between both the two cortical hemispheres
and between cortical regions within the same hemisphere,
resulting in the seamless quality of conscious experience.

6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... Inventor vs Drone
Killers, Neurosurgeon need to get to work thinking about the
Gas Lobotomy Gas... as to many Drunk Men need a Lobotomy!
6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... Neurosurgeon
serious scientific study of consciousness has been in vogue
only recently" by Dr.Katrina Firlik "Another Day Inside the
Frontal Lobe" Page 82 + 83.
6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... World Numb Nuts
1984 II Dictators are "Drunk" on $777 Trillion in $4 gas
Revenues + Alcohol, making this a Deadly Holocaust II with
Jews Profiting this time.
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Jews Profiting this time.

iApps to save her from being Murdered by a Drunk Man or
George Orwell II Dictator!
Excessive Drinking Causes 10 Percent Of Deaths In WorkingAge Adults. One in six adults binge drink, and that plays a
role in most alcohol-related deaths. Think about people
dying from drinking too much, and you probably think of
the classic disease of alcoholics, cirrhosis of the liver.
6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... 19K SWF Murdered
in 2014 + 90% are by Drunk Men... Drinking Causes 10
Percent Of Deaths In Working-Age Adults. One in six adults
binge drink, and that plays a role in most alcohol-related
deaths. SWF Murders were not reported in this News by NBC,
CBS.
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6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... "Alcohol linked with
88,000 premature deaths yearly" Fox News - Excessive alcohol
consumption remains a leading cause of premature death
in the United States, Fox News has no SWF's who know a
friend was murdered by a Drunk Man as they didn't report
19K SWF will be Murdered by a Drunk... No... 1984 II Numb
Nuts George Orwell ordered Fox News not to report this and
the 1,001 Fiery Car Crashes this week! wow!
6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... YouTube introduces
60fps video with Battlefield Hardline trailer of "Drone
Football Games" killing real people with "Cheering!"
6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... SWF Sex Slaves in
Saudi Arabia and a Virus killer... Saudi Arabia suspects a
virus that has killed hundreds of people there may have
arrived in camels from the Horn of Africa, and could ban
such imports until it knows more, the kingdom's chief
scientist told Reuters. SWF Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia and a
Virus killer... not camels I would think... HPV, Herpes, HIV,
Syphilis, and 1,001 Allah gave to the Prince for the "Sin" of
SWF sex slaves!

6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... IP 1,001 if Greg +
Wives were Brainstorming without a Migraine Today, we
would be getting Links you can click on to get started
inventing a Rx Cure for Migraines... CBS, NBC, FOX reported
on Migraines with no "Links" to get you started, this is worst
than the Key West Citizen News on Lighting... don't go Out!
Don't work on a Invention Project to keep all Lightning
Cloud to Cloud! "Chronic Migraines has an Effect on the
Whole Family" When one member of a family suffers from
chronic migraines, his/ her whole family suffers too says a
new study. Severe headaches as a result of chronic migraines
have an impact on family relationships and sexual intimacy
in couples.

6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... Key West Citizen
Today Lightning Front Page and everyone at the Citizen
Knows Greg Buell Lovestar's pet IP is keeping all Lightning
Cloud to Cloud... wow... A good example of altered States of
Consciousness as NO ONE Will Work on Getting Lighting
Cloud To Cloud Reading Lizz! Friday, June 27, 2014 Add to
FacebookAdd to Twitter "Beware of lightning Going out?"
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FacebookAdd to Twitter "Beware of lightning Going out?"
Check ahead for dangerous weather"BY Lizz Careaga Citizen
Staff A year ago during a fast-moving storm, Key West
motorcycle patrolman Deglys Chavarria was hit by a
lightning bolt that shot off a sailboat tied up alongside
North Roosevelt Boulevard. "I was headed to the station to
get my patrol car because of the weather," Chavarria
recalled when asked about the incident. "I enjoy riding in
the rain; I just don't like the puddles." For the complete
article, please pick up a copy of The Citizen for this day or
purchase this day's electronic edition at
http://secure.floridakeys.com/keysnews/enews. Home Delivery
& Electronic Edition subscribers to The Citizen may access
this article, once logged in to keysnews.com, at no charge. If
you forget your password, please call us at 305-292-7777, ext.
4.

6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... Lightning No
invention in Key West Paper, New York Times 1,000 dead
fighting between Moslem Protestants + Catholics today's
headlines are... "Redrawn Lines Seen as No Cure in Iraq
Conflict" By ROBERT F. WORTH. Bob knows the fights is not
between different Moslem sects but over $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues in the next few years!

6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... India, Elite Oil Men
Reincarnation 14 times as "Pigs" for these "Salem Witch's"
burned to death when "Gas" died in 1980. "Fourteen killed in
India gas pipeline blast and fire" Reuters.
6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... USA + India Pit
Bull Dogs Today will scar a kid for life, yet the Elite in the
USA + India have no "Conscious" thoughts of this or gasoline
crash + burn wrecks today! "The Problem With People, Not Pit
Bulls" TIME. Gravity + Time Discovered like Watson
discovered DNA will help the "Untouchable kids in Boston +
Bombay" who will be left in a Hot Car to die this Summer!
And 1984 II Numb Nuts World Wide have no "Conscious"
thoughts of this Today because its not on the front page of
the NY Times or Key West Citizen so wait for iApp on 1,001
Invention Projects to Cure Numb Nuts Dictators Drunk on
$777 Trillion more Oil Revenues! 15 killed, 18 injured in AP
blaze after gas pipeline bursts. The Hindu - Fifteen people
were killed and 18 injured when a massive blaze raged
through a village in Andhra Pradesh's East Godavari
district following a blast in an apparently leaking gas
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district following a blast in an apparently leaking gas
pipeline this morning. Burn Units... Helicopter Combines for
India + Helicopter Burn Units! No India spends this $
Trillion on MIT War Toys! Really, they really do!

6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... 1 Million...
"Untouchables in Nepal + India with Lung Cancer die!"
KATMANDU, Nepal (AP) - Nepal's prime minister is suffering
from lung cancer and scheduled to begin radiotherapy at a
New York hospital, officials said Friday. Lung Transplants if
he gets them he will be a "Clone" of Chaney cutting in front
of the line and our George Orwell II Numb Nuts will not
make "Organ Donation" mandatory! Why?
6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... CBS + "Human
Rights Watch" watch Oil Men execute thousands a day with
"Poison Gas Exhaust" then write this for today. Mass
executions by ISIS confirmed by human rights group. CBS
News - BAGHDAD -- Iraqi insurgents executed at least 160
captives earlier this month in the northern city of Tikrit,
Human Rights Watch said Friday, citing an analysis of
satellite imagery and grisly photos released by the militants.
Fiery Car Crashes in Paris, LA, Rome, Moscow Today are all
suppressed from World News at CBS.

6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness... 19K SWF's murdered
need some hidden cameras of their own! SEEKONK, Mass.
(AP) - Police are investigating after a hidden camera was
found in the women's locker room of a Seekonk gym. Police
say the camera was discovered in the Planet Fitness health
club by a member at about 2 a.m.
6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness...
6-27-14 Altered States of Consciousness...

6-26-14 iApp Endoscope for iPhone5s packs 7 Endoscopes via
wifi in different hidden locations and more... via iApps!!
iApp for "GPS Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in
this iApp software!

6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "Use
of Drones for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel
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of Drones for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel
Concludes in..." By MARK MAZZETTI NY Times today.
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Video
of her husband killing with "Drones" cheering "Clone" of a
Football Game... with the Generals leading in the loudest Yo!
Same Husbands "Risk" killing 1 of the 19K SWF in 2014 or
2015 after this altered Consciousness!!

6-26-14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in
different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for
"GPS Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp
software!
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Consciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone Football
Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops"
this YouTube Video will be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as
"Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field" same as a Gluon
Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.

6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....

6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Use
your phone's location tracking to complete tasks with these
apps... InventSomething... 1,001 Invention Projects for you
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apps... InventSomething... 1,001 Invention Projects for you
and I will add links you can click on to get started...

6-26-14 Adversity of 19K SWF Murdered in 2014 + another
19K Murdered in 2015. Adversity of the FBI as they are not
held responsible for these 19K Murdered SWF's in 2014... via
George Orwell's Orders!

6-26-14 Conscious of so many Murdered SWF in the USA 19K
in 2014...
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....
Robert Kennedy Jr. Murdered Mary Kennedy in the Barn, she
killed herself because he bought off the Judge!! Supreme
Court was just "Bought Off" by Robert Kennedy as he must be
planning on torturing via cell calls his next wife to hang
herself. I know you can remember the NBC news of the guy
who Murdered wife 1 and wife 2... wow!
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10
Things to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it
needed? -- In the last few years, the number of violent thefts
of smartphones on the streets of major U.S. cities has been
rising. Some estimates say 1 in 3 thefts in the U.S. involve a
smartphone. Thieves snatch phones from the hands of victims
as they walk down the street or sit on public transport and
then dart away. A sizeable portion of crimes involve people
being threatened with knives or guns, or victims are
assaulted.

6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10
Things to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it
needed? -- Police believe that if phones can be disabled,
they'll become much less valuable on the secondhand market
and the incentive for theft will drop considerably.
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "10
Things to Know About the iPhone5s Kill Switch" Why is it
needed? -- 19K SWF will be Murdered and 10 articles on the
"Kill Switch" on the internet news and 0 zero stories on the
19K SWF Murdered in 2014... Why... 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictators!
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6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....
Netgear's Nighthawk X6 router packs 6 antennas, 3 Wi-Fi
radios, and... more!
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in
different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for
"GPS Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp
software!
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....

6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....
Supreme Court Rules Warrantless Cell Phone Data Search
And Tracking Illegal... perk for the 19K who will Murder a
SWF in 2014!
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... will
save a few of the so many Murdered SWF in the USA 19K in
2014...

6-26-14 FBI uses endoscopes for conducting surveillance...
1984 II Orders are to watch "Observe" the 19K Murdered...
really these are the Orders the Top Brass of 1984 II gives to
FBI.

6-26-14 iApp plugs into the iPhone5s so her endoscopes for
conducting surveillance can save her life in a 1,001 ways to
use the Endoscopes with different lens and audio had to be
invented for this Endoscope!

6-26-14 Statue of Asclepius, the Greek god of medicine,
holding the symbolic Rod of Asclepius with its coiled serpent.
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....
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6-26-14 Descartes and Locke have struggled to comprehend
the nature of consciousness and pin down its essential
properties. Issues of concern in the philosophy of
consciousness include whether the concept is fundamentally
coherent; whether consciousness can ever be explained
mechanistically;
6-26-14 Asclepius (/æs'kli?pi?s/; Greek: ?s???p???, Asklepiós
[askl??piós]; Latin: Aesculapius) was a god of medicine and
healing in ancient Greek religion. Asclepius represents the
healing aspect of the medical arts; his daughters are
Hygieia ("Hygiene", the goddess/personification of health,
cleanliness, and sanitation), Iaso (the goddess of
recuperation from illness), Aceso (the goddess of the healing
process), Aglæa/Ægle (the goddess of beauty, splendor, glory,
magnificence, and adornment), and Panacea (the goddess
of universal remedy). He was associated with the
Roman/Etruscan god Vediovis. He was one of Apollo's sons,
sharing with Apollo the epithet Paean ("the Healer").[1] The
rod of Asclepius, a snake-entwined staff, remains a symbol of
medicine today. Those physicians and attendants who
served this god were known as the Therapeutae of Asclepius.

6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... "Use
of Drones for Killings Risks a War Without End, Panel
Concludes in..." By MARK MAZZETTI NY Times today.
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s.... Video
of her husband killing with "Drones" cheering "Clone" of a
Football Game... with the Generals leading in the loudest Yo!
Same Husbands "Risk" killing 1 of the 19K SWF in 2014 or
2015 after this altered Consciousness!!
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....
6-26-14 iApp for the New England Journal of Medicine
compares SuperAirbags on the Outside with the article in
todays NEJM... Bilateral Corneal Abrasions from Airbag
Deployment R.J. Fante and J.D. Trobe | N Engl J Med
2014;370:e40 - Bush can do the Math as SuperAirbags on the
Outside of Semi Trucks should have been deployed... grin... in
1990 when Greg Buell Lovestar got this invention project
idea! So 100K have been injured with inside air bags... in
our 1984 II Era!
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....
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6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....

6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....
6-26-14 iApp Endoscope that plugs into the iPhone5s....

6-26-14 iApp Endoscope packs 7 Endoscopes via wifi in
different hidden locations and more... via iApps!! iApp for
"GPS Tracking" your "Friends" + "Dangerous Men" in this iApp
software!
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Consciousness... Altered Consciousness of "Drone Football
Games" killing real people with "Cheering from the Troops"
this YouTube Video will be the #1 in hits after the 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat, of a New Physics Concept of the "Soul" as
"Consciousness" Held in a "Gluon Field" same as a Gluon
Field holds the Atoms Nucleus in place.

6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields
are the "KEY's" that hold the nucleus of the Proton + Neutron
together. "Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness"
in place for trillions of years! As our "Soul"
6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields
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6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields
are the "KEY's!"

6-25-14 Proton + Neutron are held in the Nucleus of the
Atom by "Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" in
place for trillions of years! As our "Soul"
6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields
are the "KEY's"
6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" is our "Soul..."Gluon Fields
are the "KEY's" that hold the nucleus of the Proton + Neutron
together. "Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness"
in place for trillions of years! As our "Soul"
6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" Dr. Katrina Firlik on page
98 of her book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" discovers...
mri-based image guidance in surgery!! She is very impressed
at this invention and use in getting to the right spot using
an iApp... grin. iApp for a Navigation Wand has 1,001 other
inventions + iApps. Yes we can all be SuperWoman with x-ray
vision today and even more options for Futuristic
Hemingway Novels with this in Chapter one and the title...
"Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" by Earnest Hemingway +
wives!

6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" Dr. Katrina Firlik on page
98 of her book "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" these
pictures would be Amazing not the one's in... "Amazing
Photographs From Around the World" The Atlantic Staff.
Grin!!

6-25-14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a
Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011.
6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" Cheney predicts U.S. will face
deadly, nuclear attack" by GINGER ADAMS OTIS NY Daily
News Today! JFK is a Super Carrier 1 of 100 built since 2010
instead of 100 Super NASA Shuttles... Chaney cut in line
getting a Heart Transplant alone with 1,001 others from
Saudi Arabia... of course U.S. will face deadly, nuclear
attack" 1984 II is obvious you don't need a MRI Guidance
System here to see!
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6-25-14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a
Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011.
6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" Cheney's War Buddies
McCain, Bush, Kerry, Jimmy Carter turned Pakistan into a
Nuke War prediction... not even considering building the
Yale Peshawar Medical Schools... in 1,001 Pakistan Cities!!
PESHAWAR, Pakistan -- A female passenger was killed and
three flight attendants injured when gunmen fired at a
commercial jet as it approached the runway for landing late
Tuesday.
6-25-14 Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a
Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011.

6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" Spina bifida is one of the
most common birth defects, with a worldwide incidence of
about 1 in every 1000 births.

6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" "Key West Citizen Newspaper
kids going off to see the world, one goes to a cooking school
in Paris... not the Paris University Medical School, and of
course the French Cooking is all "Butter!" Greg's MD Women
who go off to Yale Key West Med School will save her life via
open heart surgery in 10 years to scape out all that French
Butter from his aorta!... During her time in France, Berces
will receive some language training in Paris before setting
out for Le Mans. Once there, she'll live with a French host
family while she attends the cooking school for three weeks.
Upon completion of her courses, which she expects will be
conducted in French, she'll receive a diploma during a
graduation ceremony. For Berces, who is currently an
assistant baker at Croissants de France on Duval Street, this
trip is the opportunity of a lifetime. Lifetime of Butter for
Berces is not in the Key West Top Brass Tour of the World! Sick
Numb Nuts Vietnam Vets in charge of World Tours, without
Medical Schools!

6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" Knowing what 1 Trillion
MD's have learned from "Dissections" especially "butter," Kara
Berces, a member of the Class of 2015. She heads Sunday to
Le Mans, France, where she will attend the Centre de
Formation d'Apprentis to learn more about French cooking,
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Formation d'Apprentis to learn more about French cooking,
and hopefully give a boost to her dream of one day opening
a pastry shop.

6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" After the Yale Key West
Medical School is built on an Eiffel Tower Base Kara Berces
and all the HS Class of 2015 can learn... Image-guided
radiation therapy (IGRT) is the process of frequent two and
three-dimensional imaging, during a course of radiation
treatment, used to direct radiation therapy utilizing the
imaging coordinates of the actual radiation treatment
plan.[1] The patient is localized in the treatment room in
the same position as planned from the reference imaging
dataset. An example of IGRT would include localization of a
cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) dataset with the
planning computed tomography (CT) dataset from
planning. IGRT would also include matching planar
kilovoltage (kV) radiographs or megavoltage (MV) images
with digital reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) from the
planning CT. These two methods comprise the bulk of IGRT
strategies!

6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" Epilepsy (from the Ancient
Greek verb ?p??aµß??e?? meaning "to seize, possess, or afflict")
[1] is a group of long-term neurological disorders
characterized by epileptic seizures.[2] These seizures are
episodes that can vary from brief and nearly undetectable to
long periods of vigorous shaking.[3] In epilepsy, seizures
tend to recur, and have no immediate underlying cause[2]
while seizures that occur due to a specific cause are not
deemed to represent epilepsy.[4] In most cases the cause is
unknown, although some people develop epilepsy as the result
of brain injury, stroke, brain cancer, and drug and alcohol
misuse, among others. Epileptic seizures are the result of
excessive and abnormal cortical nerve cell activity in the
brain.[4] The diagnosis typically involves ruling out other
conditions that might cause similar symptoms (such as
syncope) as well as figuring out whether any immediate
causes are present. Epilepsy can often be confirmed with an
electroencephalogram (EEG).
6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" how to act on what... Key
West Citizen Newspaper Vietnam Vets + Numb Nuts 1984 II
Key West Citizen Newspaper kids going off to see the world,
one goes to a cooking school in Paris... not the Paris
University Medical School... epilepsy!!!
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University Medical School... epilepsy!!!

6-25-14 "Human Consciousness" Epilepsy cannot be cured,
but seizures are controllable with medication in about 70%
of cases.[5] In those whose seizures do not respond to
medication, surgery, neurostimulation or dietary changes
may be considered. Not all cases of epilepsy are lifelong, and
a substantial number of people improve to the point that
medication is no longer needed. About 1% of people
worldwide (65 million) have epilepsy,[6] and nearly 80% of
cases occur in developing countries.[3] Epilepsy becomes
more common as people age
6-25-14 Proton + Neutron are held in the Nucleus of the
Atom by "Gluon Fields" could hold "Human Consciousness" in
place for trillions of years! As our "Soul"
6-25-14 "Human Consciousness"
6-25-14 "Human Consciousness"
6-25-14 "Human Consciousness"

6-25-14 Time Bomb is anyone with $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money planning 9/11 II
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index.html>
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